Comparison of plethysmographic methods for obtaining thoracic gas volume in anesthetized dogs.
Thoracic gas volume (TGV) cannot be measured in the body plethysmograph by the standard spontaneous breathing technique (SB) when there is a significant respiratory center depression. In this case, either external compression of the chest wall (EC) or phrenic nerve stimulation (PhN) can be used to induce the pressure-volume changes necessary to calculate TGV. In the present study we compared TGV measured in eight pentobarbital-anesthetized dogs by SB, EC, PhN, and the standard He-dilution method. EC and simulated PhN were also used to measure the volume of a lung model, and EC was used to measure the volume of isolated lung lobes. A method for fast and accurate plethysmographic calibration is also described. In the intact dogs, SB, PhN, and He-dilution techniques gave similar results, but EC overestimated TGV. In the isolated lobes and lung model EC accurately measured volume. We speculate that EC induces substantial intersegmental and/or interlobal gas movement in intact lungs and that the pressure drop due to airway resistance causes proximal airway pressure to underestimate alveolar pressure changes, which induces overestimation in calculated TGV. We conclude that PhN is the method of choice to measure plethysmographic TGV when the respiratory center is depressed and that EC overestimates TGV in intact dogs.